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Navy medical supply instructions

Introduction AMMAL represents the minimum amount of medical equipment and supplies required for on-board maintenance to carry out the operational mission of the medical service as defined in the required operational capability and the projected operational environment (ROC/POE). The definition of
AMMAL orientation AMMALs is separated into functional areas. Some examples include laboratory, medical, and radiology. Although AMMAL provides a basic requirement, this does not limit the increase in the additional depth of each item or locally carrying non-AMMAL items. The constraints imposed
by the Type Commander on the medical procedures that can be performed at the ministry as well as on the operational target of the Medical Department (OPTAR) serve as constraints. Type commander instructions (i.e. COMNAVSURFPAC 6000.1G) provide more detailed guidelines on the purchase of
non-AMMAL items. Keep in mind that AMMAL represents the minimum amount of supplies needed to deliver it. Whenever the available stock of individual AMMAL items is less than the amount of the allocation, immediately reorganize the replacement stock to bring the available supplies back to the
amount of the allocation. This practice should ensure that a vessel has the full AMMAL allocation on hand or order at all times. Equipment items should be programmed to be replaced as part of the Onboard Equipment Replacement Program. This program is managed through each FLEET CINC to
ensure that the equipment lifecycle is managed appropriately. Request for change of allowance There may be supplies used in your daily practices that are not on AMMAL, or articles about AMMALs that are not needed. If your AMMAL equipment needs to be reviewed, recommend changes to your Type
Commander (TYCOM) with a Change of Allowance (CAB) request (NAVSUP 1220). The CAB is reviewed by TYCOM with recommendations providing appropriate action. Current AMMAL Resources Back to the Top Jump to The Main Content Introduction AMMAL represents the minimum amount of
medical equipment and supplies needed to be maintained on board to carry out the medical service operational mission as defined in the required operational capability and projected operational environment (ROC/POE). The definition of AMMAL orientation AMMALs is separated into functional areas.
Some examples include laboratory, medical, and radiology. Although AMMAL provides a basic requirement, this does not limit the increase in the additional depth of each item or non-AMMAL items. The constraints imposed by the Type Commander on the medical procedures that can be performed at the
ministry as well as on the operational target of the Medical Department (OPTAR) serve as constraints. Type commander instructions (i.e. COMNAVSURFPAC 6000.1G) provide more detailed guidelines on the purchase of non-AMMAL items. Keep in mind that AMMAL represents the minimum amount of
supplies needed to deliver it. Whenever the the stock of individual AMMAL items is less than the amount of the allocation, immediately reordering the replacement stock to bring the available supplies back to the amount of the allocation. This practice should ensure that a vessel has the full AMMAL
allocation on hand or order at all times. Equipment items should be programmed to be replaced as part of the Onboard Equipment Replacement Program. This program is managed through each FLEET CINC to ensure that the equipment lifecycle is managed appropriately. Request for change of
allowance There may be supplies used in your daily practices that are not on AMMAL, or articles about AMMALs that are not needed. If your AMMAL equipment needs to be reviewed, recommend changes to your Type Commander (TYCOM) with a Change of Allowance (CAB) request (NAVSUP 1220).
The CAB is reviewed by TYCOM with recommendations providing appropriate action. Current AMMAL Resources Back to the Top Moving to Main Content
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